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1) Inelastic soft-X-ray scattering by inner-shell electrons in
solids of light elements was investigated experimentally.

The condition of inelastic
2JL Cto/,A 0 h. \)0 >> I

~Yo» I

scattering of X-rays by electrons:
Compton scattering by K-term
of Hamiltonian
Raman scattering by I\:;l.-term
of lIamiltonian

where /10 and IvJo are the wavelength and the energy of the
inc ide n t X- ray s , a Q' and I are the r adiusand the ion i zat ion
energy of the inner-shell'electron.

Recently,Ohmura and Suzuki computed the cross section of the
scattering under the co~(Htion of 2~a.c/?\o < I , (ol .G h.Vl> 2 I,

We ca.n roughly estima.te tile ratiO of tile contribution of the
p.l\-term to that of the Al 2 -term as

<~2)
2m... I

If the energy of the incident radiation is less than 10 times the
ionization energy of the inner-shell electron, the contribution
of the p.~-term is not negligible and could give an effect of the
same order as the J\l'':''term does to spectra (Fig-l),

, The scattering process of 1\2 -term and Ip· A.-term sho""s (Fig-2)

2) Experiment and Results

An experiment using the monochromatic intense radiation from
an undulator equipped in a syncrotron radiation would be useful
to confirm the stated theoretical results.

Soft-X-rays generated through an undulator and
monochromatized by 10m-GIM were guided onto a beryllium plate of
O.5mm thick. Wavelength of X-rays are 30.6(~). The angle of
scattered' radiation is det~cted at 90 Q to the polaiization
direction of incident rays (Fig-J) and detector is a PMT, has
good sensitivity for 300nm to 900nm was used with multi channel
'analyzer.

Raw spectrum including thermal noise of the detector and
other back ground signals (Fig-4). Net signals, the disturbing
noises subtracted is shown in (Fig-Sl. Net signals are' too
small, it should correspond to small scattering cross section.

It was not possible to gain sufficient data, but the' result
gives us possibility in the near future.
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